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CREATING GREAT WINES FOR ALMOST A CENTURY



We are a family-owned winery that writes its own story since 3 
generations ago. Through dedication, care and the wise combination 
and selection of our local varietals, we have managed to elaborate 
wines of outstanding quality, variety and marked character that are 

achieving important recognition in the last years.



TRADITION, PASSION AND EVOLUTION

A STORY OF… 

Our story begins in the 20's when Mr. Severino Fernández, alias "O Cunqueiro", renowned local grape wine 
owner, elaborated wines in a traditional way in order to supply the numerous taverns of Ourense city, where 
he earned his fame thanks to the high-quality of his wines.

In the decade of the 60's and due to migration from rural areas to the cities, Mr. Severino's wine started to 
be known and appreciated as well in big cities from Galicia like A Coruña, Santiago de Compostela and Vigo.

In the 80's, the brothers Cesáreo and Benigno Fernández, sons of Mr. Severino, took over the winery, consoli-
dating its presence in Galicia and opening up to the national and international market. 

elaboration of one of the first monovarietal of Treixadura that was commercialized in Galicia protected by 
the D.O. Ribeiro, and the only single varietal from Torrontés that is produced in our lands, represented the 
definitive consecration of Bodegas Cunqueiro as a reference in the production of premium wines.

Currently, four members of the third generation of the Fernández family are in charge of the winery, occupy-
ing the key operational areas, such as: production, elaboration, administration and marketing. This keeps the 
spirit, the family tradition and attachment to the land alive, which are the main factors that have defined 
Bodegas Cunqueiro since the beginning.
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ENOMINATION OF ORIGIN



HE DEDICATION, EFFORT AND PASSION OF THREE GENERATIONS ARE THE KEY OF SUCCESS OF OUR WINES.

YEAR AFTER YEAR



THE ELABORATION OF OUR WINES CAN BE DEFINED AS A PERFECT HARMONY BETWEEN TRADITION 
AND MODERNITY. ATTACHMENT TO A LAND, LITTLE SECRETS THAT ARE TAUGHT GENERATION AFTER 
GENERATION, YEARS OF EFFORT, DEDICATION AND SACRIFICE.

TAKING CARE OF EVERY METER OF SOIL



THE 
SECRET

OUR VINEYARDS
WHERE THE ART OF WINE PREPARATION BEGINS

Plot by plot, with dedication and love, we work around 10 hectares of vineyard, where we cultivate 
the main local varietals of Ribeiro: Teixadura, Godello, Torrontés, Albariño and Loureira in whites, 
and Mencía, Sousón, Bancellao, Caíño and Ferrol in reds.

The pronounced fragmentation of our plots and a high geographic dispersion create an important 
handicap due to the shoot-up grape production costs. This could be seen as a negative aspect. Howev-
er, it is one of our main pillars regarding the differentiation of the wines we make.

Our vineyards are located between 125 and 400 meters in altitude and in different kind of soils: 
sandy, loam/clay soils, slaty and schists. The majority of them have high acidity and low fertility. 
This is the reason why we obtain moderate grape capacity. The average age of the grapevines is 45 
years old. They are trained in espalier and cane pruned (traditional system of pruning of Ribeiro), 
with a load per plant between 6 and 8 buds.

All these characteristics, together with the microclimate variability of each one of the plots, give 
richness to the grapes that we produce and this will be reflected in our wines.



It is not clear what the origin of the local varietals of Ribeiro was, but it is known, according 
to Strabo's statement, that in the second half of the II century before Christ, Ribeiro's wine was 
already being elaborated.

The Denomination of Origin Ribeiro, which means "ribera del río" in Galician, is one of the five 
appellations of origin of existing wines in Galicia. The production area is located in the south-
ern part of Galicia, on the northwestern edge of the province of Orense, at the confluences of 
the valleys formed by the rivers Miño, Avia, Arnoia and Barbantiño.

Due to its privileged situation, the Ribeiro is favored by the natural barriers that protect the 
territory from sub-Atlantic depressions and provide a Mediterranean Oceanic climate with warm 
temperatures that contribute to suitable circumstances for grapevine cultivation.

The slightly continental character, in conjunction with the dominant air currents, cause an 
important thermal difference between day and night, which favors the slow maturation, thus 
achieving to create and respect the aromatic component and natural freshness.

D.O. RIBEIRO SINCE 1932

THE OLDEST OF GALICIA AND ONE WITH THE LONGEST HISTORICAL TRADITION IN SPAIN



D.O Ribeiro covers a surface of almost 3000 hectares of vineyards, including the municipalities of: 
Castrelo de Miño, Arnoia, Beade, Ribadavia, Carballeda de Avia, Cenlle, Cortegada, Leiro and Punxín 
and a part of Boborás, Ourense, Carballiño, San Amaro and Toén.
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The elaboration of our wines can be defined as a perfect harmony between tradition and modernity.

Attachment to a land, little secrets that are taught generation after generation, years of effort, dedication and sacrifice are 
combined with the most modern oenological techniques with the final purpose of getting the maximum potential out of every 
cultivated grape varietal. Then, they will be assembled by our winemaker and member of the third generation of wine-producers 
Oscar Fernández. The result is the creation of wines with a very personal signature, expressive and rich in nuances. With each 
glass you will be able to tell the essence that makes them possible: our passion for wine and family tradition.

AN EVOLVING TRADITION THAT WILL CONQUER THE MOST DEMANDING PALATES.

FAMILY TRADITION, PASSION AND EVOLUTION

OENOLOGY



OUR PHILOSOPHY: BEING IN LINE WITH NATURE

A big part of our vineyards are located in areas with a purely smallholder philosophy. These areas have their own microclimate 
and their main characteristics are summers with very high temperatures that can reach up to 45ºC, which is quite a peculiarity 
since the geographic area is considered as Atlantic.



A TRADITION IN EVOLUTION

Attachment to a land, little secrets that are taught generation after generation, years of effort, dedication and 
sacrifice are combined with the most modern oenological techniques with the final purpose of getting the maximum 
potential out of every cultivated grape varietal.



CUNQUEIRO 
EL PRIMERO

Attachment to a land, little secrets that are taught generation 
after generation, years of effort, dedication and sacrifice are 
combined with the most modern oenological techniques with 
the final purpose of getting the maximum potential out of every 
cultivated grape varietal. The result is the creation of wines 
with a very personal signature, expressive and rich in nuances. 
With each glass you will be able to tell the essence that makes 
them possible: our passion for wine and family tradition.

Cunqueiro El Primero is a limited edition of 1,000 numbered 
bottles, made with a selection of the best red varieties of the 
Ribeiro region that have been cultivated for several centuries.

Type of wine Red

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Caiño Longo, Mencía, Bracellao and Sousón

Capacity 2.1 kg / strain

Fermentation In steel, with subsequent partial aging in  
 french oak barrels for the second year.

Alcohol Vol 12,5 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 6 g/L

Bottle aging 8 months

Type of bottle Bordelaise Paradis

Serving temperature 16 - 18ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Hunting, red meats, roasts, stews and cured  
 cheeses.

DATA SHEET GOLD MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2018

GOLD MEDAL
WINEMAKING WEEK
2018 - WINE GUIDE
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HAND BY HAND, BUNCH BY BUNCH

That is how we collect vinery grapes of A Erbedeira, one of our gems, which takes its name from the arbutus, called 
érbedos in Galicia. Its geographical localization presents an excellent sanitary condition, so the crops are practically 
ecological. 

This vineyard, where we collect Torrontés grapes for the elaboration of our “Máis de Cunqueiro” is located in the 
highest part of the valley of the Miño’s river. Also, it is located in a spectacular slope with an optimal orientation. In 
addition, we take care of it under the principles of minimal intervention and it is one of the first to be harvested, 
because Torrontés is a short-cycle variety.

“Máis”, in English “more”, refers to a unique, different and exclusive wine.



MÁIS DE CUNQUEIRO 
TORRONTÉS

It means the definitive recognition of Torrontés varietal as 
one of the best and more versatile white varietals of Ribeiro. 
We choose carefully the best bunches from our farm “A 
Erbedeira”, where the soil and climate give unique character-
istics to this varietal. The cold cryomaceration with carbonic 
snow and then the ageing into its own lees between two and 
four months give it smoothness and volume in the mouth. The 
result is an unique wine.

VISUAL PHASE / Bright straw colour

SMELLING PHASE / Aroma of candied fruit, with tropical notes and 
scent of lavender, hay and mint.

TASTING PHASE / Powerful, fresh, fruity and rich.

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal 100% Torrontés

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 12,5 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging 2 months

Type of bottle Special Nettuno

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

DATA SHEET

DISTINCTION
GALLAECIA 2015

BRONZE MEDAL
CHALLENGE
INTERNACIONAL 
DU VIN 2013

GOLD MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2018

SILVER MEDAL
CONCOURS MONDIAL
BRUXELLES 2013

SILVER MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2013
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IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

That is how we collect vinery grapes of A Erbedeira, one of our gems, which takes its name from the arbutus, called 
érbedos in Galicia. Its geographical localization presents an excellent sanitary condition, so the crops are practically 
ecological. 

This vineyard, where we collect Torrontés grapes for the elaboration of our “Máis de Cunqueiro” is located in the 
highest part of the valley of the Miño’s river. Also, it is located in a spectacular slope with an optimal orientation. In 
addition, we take care of it under the principles of minimal intervention and it is one of the first to be harvested, 
because Torrontés is a short-cycle variety.

“Máis”, in English “more”, refers to a unique, different and exclusive wine.



Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal 100% Godello

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 12,5 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging 2 months

Type of bottle Special Nettuno

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

MÁIS DE CUNQUEIRO
GODELLO

The rigorous selection of the best bunches of Godello from our 
farm "A Erbedeira", where land and climate confer unique charac-
teristics to this variety.

Elaborated in a traditional way, we have achieved a unique wine, 
to surprise the senses and palates of those who taste them.

DATA SHEET
GOLD MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2018

GOLD MEDAL
WINEMAKING WEEK
2018 - WINE GUIDE
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YEAR AFTER YEAR PAMPERING OUR GRAPES
The care and love with which we handle our grapes, taught generation after generation, make possible to extract the 
maximum quality out of them, something essential in the making of our Cunqueiro Tercer Milenium, whose name 
refers to the first day of its first vintage, which coincided with the change of millenium.



SILVER MEDAL
BACO AWARDS 2016

DISTINCTION
GALLAECIA 2015

SILVER MEDAL
AWARDS SAKURA 2017
JAPAN WOMEN’S 
WINE AWARDS

GOLD MEDAL
WINEMAKING WEEK
2018 - WINE GUIDE

GOLD MEDAL
MUNDUS VINI
2015

SILVER MEDAL
MUNDUS VINI
2016

BEST WHITE WINE
51º WINE FAIR
RIBEIRO 2014

BEST WHITE WINE
55º WINE FAIR
RIBEIRO 2018

GOLD MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2018

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Treixadura, Godello, Albariño and Loureira

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 12,5 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging 2 months

Type of bottle Special Nettuno

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

CUNQUEIRO 
III MILENIUM

The result of the rigorous selection of the best bunches of 
Treixadura, Godello, Albariño and Loureira, subjected to a 
careful process of preparation by cryomaceration with 
carbonic snow and then the ageing into their own lees 
between one and three months, guarantees the varietal 
purity and the traditional essence of the Ribeiro wines. 

VISUAL PHASE / Clean and shiny visual, yellow straw coloured with 
green shades.

SMELLING PHASE / Intense, complex, elegant and balsamic, 
reminiscent of white flowers, lavender, hay, mint and fresh fruit. 
These are specific characteristics of the varietals of the area.

TASTING PHASE / Powerful, fresh, fruity and rich. Powerful, wide and 
persistent with an excellent fruity expression, fresh, tasty and 
complex.

DATA SHEET
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ALMOST A CENTURY OF HISTORY

Cunqueiro was the nickname of our founder and now is the name of 
our winery and some of our best wines. 



CUNQUEIRO
WHITE

This wine is born as a tribute to our founder Mr. Severino 
Fernández and portrays the tradition, know-how and passion 
that we were taught generation after generation, through a 
hundred years of our story.

VISUAL PHASE / Reddish colour with green shades.

SMELLING PHASE / Fresh and expressive, with fresh fruity notes (apple, 
peach) and wild herbs.

TASTING PHASE / Fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, with 
a tasty end, complexity and an excellent citric acidity.

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Coupage of Ribeiro varietals

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 12 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging No

Type of bottle Vintage Burgundy

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

DATA SHEET
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SILVER MEDAL
WINE GUIDE,
DISTILLATES AND
WINE CELLAR OF GALICIA
2018

SILVER MEDAL
GALLEGA RESTORATION,
GASTRONOMY AND TOURISM
2018



ALMOST A CENTURY OF HISTORY

Cunqueiro was the nickname of our founder and now is the name of 
our winery and some of our best wines. 



Type of wine Red

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Garnacha and Mencía

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 12 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 5,5 g/L

Bottle aging No

Type of bottle Vintage Burgundy

Serving temperature 9ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Hunting, red meats, roasts, stews and cured   
 cheeses.

D.O RIBEIRO / GALICIAN ESSENCE

CUNQUEIRO
RED

Este vino nace como homenaje a nuestro fundador D. Severino
Fernández y refleja la tradición, la evolución, el buen hacer y la 
pasión quenos han sido inculcados, generación tras generación, a 
través de cien años de historia.

VISUAL PHASE / Intense cherry

SMELLING PHASE / Fresh and fruity, reminiscent of strawberry, raspberry, 
with expressive oriental notes (pepper)

TASTING PHASE / Soft, fresh, fruity, elegant and sweet.

DATA SHEET



A CUQUEIRA
"A Cunqueira" is one of the oldest wine-growing areas of Ribeiro. In this environment and with a micro-climate 
especially appropriated for grape-growing, extraordinary wines have been made since immemorial times.



CUQUEIRA

"A Cunqueira" has a lot to do with the Ribeiro, its wines and people. 
Cunqueira knows how to combine the classic and the modern in their same 
essence. This wine transmits the story of the soil from where it comes.

VISUAL PHASE / Yellow straw colour

SMELLING PHASE / Fresh, honest and expressive with fresh fruity notes, apple, peach 
and wild herbs.

TASTING PHASE / Fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, apricot and peach, 
with a complex, tasty and balsamic end.

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Treixadura, Torrontés and other Ribeiro varietals

Capacity 58 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 11,5 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging No

Type of bottle Tall Bordeaux Special Reserve

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

DATA SHEET
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CAMIÑO DOS FAROS 
From Bodegas Cunqueiro we allocate a part of the cost of each bottle of this special edition to the care and 
maintenance of the route through the association "The Way of the Lighthouses"



CAMIÑO DOS FAROS

Two hundred kilometers, eight lighthouses, ten fishing villages, wild 
nature told in a sea of   stories. Art, gastronomy, magic ... In 2012 four 
friends and two dogs left Malpica with a single objective, to reach Fisterra 
by the nearest sea. Today the Way of the Lighthouses is a route traveled by 
thousands of people around the world.

VISUAL PHASE  / Yellow straw colour

SMELLING PHASE / Fresh, honest and expressive with fresh fruity notes, apple, peach
and wild herbs.

TASTING PHASE / Fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, apricot and peach,
with a complex, tasty and balsamic end.

Type of wine  White

Production  Ribeiro

Grape varietal  Treixadura, Torrontés and other Ribeiro varietals

Capacity  58 hl/ha

Fermentation  In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol  Vol 11,5 %

Residual sugar  +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity  +/- 6 g/L

Bottle aging  No

Type of bottle  Borgoña Vintage

Serving temperature  8 - 11ºC

Winemaking  Sustainable

Gastronomy  Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh
 cheese.

DATA SHEET



FROM THE LAND OF THE RIBEIRO
With the artisanal winemaking we benefit from the ancient knowledge, the tradition and the inheritance of the 
past, which allows us to elaborate complex wines, with personality and faithful to our own style.



Casal do Vila has a lot to do with Ribeiro land and it is a wine that knows how 
to combine classic and modern in its essence. This wine conveys the history of 
the land from which it comes.

VISUAL PHASE  / Yellow straw colour

SMELLING PHASE / Fresh, honest and expressive with fresh fruity notes, apple, peach
and wild herbs.

TASTING PHASE / Fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, apricot and peach,
with a complex, tasty and balsamic end.

CASAL DO VILA

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Palomino and Torrontés 

Capacity 120 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 11 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging No

Type of bottle  Borgoña Vintage

Serving temperature  8 - 11ºC

Winemaking  Sustainable

Gastronomy  Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh
 cheese.

DATA SHEET



EVERY LAND HAS ITS OWN STORY

A pazo is a type of Galician traditional manor house, normally located in the countryside. 
It used to be the residence of important people of the community (former kings or nobles). 
Those people had a crucial role from the XVII century to the XIX because they were the 
owners of the largest vineyards of the area. These pazos were, at their time, an important 
part of the evolution of the Ribeiro wine sector.



PAZO DO XAN

A combination of Palomino and Torrontés varietals gives room to a wine 
that will surprise us by the unexpected lines of its character.

VISUAL PHASE / Pale yellow straw colour

SMELLING PHASE / Fruity, with ripe fruit notes.

TASTING PHASE / Smooth, fruity and persistent

Type of wine White

Production area Ribeiro

Grape varietal Palomino and Torrontés 

Capacity 120 hl/ha

Fermentation In temperature controlled stainless steel tanks

Alcohol Vol 10,50 %

Residual sugar +/- 3 g/L

Total acidity +/- 6,5 g/L

Bottle aging No

Type of bottle Bordeaux Special Reserve

Serving temperature 8 - 11ºC

Winemaking Sustainable

Gastronomy Seafood, fish, white meat, rice and fresh   
 cheese.

DATA SHEET
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CREATING GREAT WINES FOR ALMOST A CENTURY

We are the third generation of a family-owned winery. 
The dedication, effort and passion of three generations 

are the key of success of our wines.
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ESIGNATION OF ORIGIN

PREMIUM: EL PRIMERO -  III MILENIUM - MÁIS DE CUNQUEIRO TORRONTES Y GODELLO                  
· Made with a selection of the best grapes from our vineyards
· Gourmet spaces and high restoration.

SELECTION: CUNQUEIRO BLANCO Y TINTO - CUQUEIRA                               
· Share native varieties of the high-end and other varieties of the Ribeiro area.
· Linear feeding and restoration in general.

STANDARD: PAZO DO XAN - ANCIÑO BLANCO Y TINTO                               
· Share native varieties and other varieties from the Ribeiro area.
· Intended for food channel, large areas, shops and hostelry.

OUR WINES / RANGE:



The elaboration of our wines can be defined as a perfect harmony 
between tradition and modernity. Attachment to a land, little 

secrets that are taught generation after generation, years of effort, 
dedication and sacrifice.

In our family
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Winemakers
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WE HAVE INHERITED TRADITION BUT WE HAVE 
ALSO CONQUERED OUR PRESENT WITH A LOT OF 

PASSION, ART AND INNOVATION.



Prado de Miño Nº 4
32430 Ourense - España

Tel.: +34 988 489 023
Fax: +34 988 489 082

info@bodegascunqueiro.es
www.bodegascunqueiro.es

@bodegas_cunqueiro #momentocunqueiro #disfrutadelvino


